Origin Internal Door
OI-30
Key features and benefits...
Refocusing our well-being with space and light
Origin’s Internal Door range is a steel-look glazed wall and door system that has been
designed to separate out home and office footprints into practical spaces. The system
revolutionises interior design by allowing light to flood unhindered through the building,
creating a sense of airiness and spaciousness, while providing privacy and protection from
noise and distraction.

Reinvent your home and office
For many, modern living increasingly revolves around flexibility. Remote working is common
place and the need to be able to remove oneself from noise and distraction is ever present.
The Origin Internal Door range offers architects and interior designers a next generation
solution to steel glazed doors, finally at an affordable price. Whether it’s separating noise,
cooking aromas or steam, or perhaps keeping the dog contained after a muddy walk, Origin’s
Internal Doors will add an abundance of character and class to an interior, while delivering on
all those functional requirements.

Each door is unique and fully customisable
The UK is renowned for its architectural variety and heritage. The consequence of this is
that no room - entrance or interior - has any standard sizes. All our internal glazed doors
are precision engineered to the nearest millimetre based on your custom dimensions.
Any configuration of single door, French door, fixed window or even a corner set can be
assembled to fit perfectly into your chosen space.

British designed and manufactured
While most doors and windows are designed by one company and then manufactured
by another, all Origin products are both designed and manufactured by Origin in the UK,
which means we have complete consistency in the high quality of the doors and windows
we produce. This, along with our quality components and expert craftsmanship, gives us
the confidence to offer a guarantee of up to 20-years. Furthermore, we take great pride in
manufacturing and selling in the UK. It means our quality control is optimised and allows us
to minimise our carbon footprint.

Coveted style and design
Origin’s Internal Door range shifts the steel-look offering from pipe dream to affordable reality,
bringing sophistication to home interiors. The glazed doors and walls can be dressed up or
down, with the flexibility to add as many horizontal or vertical glazing bars as you choose. To
deliver a full heritage or art deco look, you can adjust the layout and increase the number of
glazing bars to suit. Equally, if you’d like to create a more industrial or minimalist interpretation
focused around light, then you could opt for more glass and less bars.

Glazing for your needs
Working with your installer, you can choose your preferred type of glass for these doors and
glazed walls. A few favourite types of glass include clear, frosted or reeded options. The latter
offers the flexibility of light being able to travel through the home whilst concealing perhaps
the laundry in the utility room, or offering privacy for a bathroom. The doors look fabulous
with their square beading detail, while a chamfered bead is available to those wishing to
emulate a more traditional putty line. Fully opaque black out panels are also an option.
These are ideal for minimising fingerprints and scratches from children or pets, and
kickplates can make life easier when nudging the bottom of the door open with your
foot if your hands are fully loaded.

Handled with style
It’s really not an exaggeration to say that a door is defined by its hardware, and the Origin
Internal Door handle range has been prepared with that in mind. The handles lend themselves
specifically to unique styles. Our Signature Knurled range is at the heart of our collection and
with a variety of colour options with suited hinges to match; it’s a truly stunning and highly
versatile handle. The Contemporary handle collection is tailored to offer a modern, clean look
with minimal fuss, while the Heritage collection featuring square or rounded edge hammered
pewter or matt black is designed with the traditionalist in mind; great for art deco or heritage
style doors. All the handles are sprung loaded and designed to last a lifetime.

Lock and keep
Our doors are available with either just a handle, which will operate the latch, or with a
thumbturn and release that operates the lock. The locking option is ideal for bathroom doors
or home office environments in which peace of mind from interruption is needed while
working or making important calls. The handle is set on an impeccably proportioned lock
block that cuts a silhouette into the middle glazing panel. For a specific industrial look, the
lock block can be installed the full height of the door. French doors are fitted with manual
shootbolts top and bottom, and a colour matched flush finish shootbolt keep is provided
to fit into the floor.

Powdercoated for perfection
Our internal doors receive the same highly durable powdercoating as our external doors and
windows. Our products are finished to withstand relentless exposure to the elements and UV
light, along with the everyday excitement and vigour of family life. Needless to say, our internal
doors are no different. They’re designed for real living, no bars held.
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